Magnetization transfer (MT) is a powerful tool for observing the exchange between chemical species or between two or more pools of one species. MT effects between two chemical species have been widely used in 3~p MRS, e.g. to observe the (intermediate) rates of enyme-catalysed reactions in vivo or to measure the pH via the chemical shift of the inorganic phosphate resonance which is pH dependent due to fast chemical exchange. Since 1989 MT effect have also been exploited in in vivo IH NMR experiments. In standard IH MRI or MRS experiments, signals of immobile spins experiencing fast spinspin relaxation are not detected. However, if such a pool B of immobile spins exchanges magnetization with a pool A of mobile (and thus 'MR visible') spins, pool B can be detected and characterized indirectly via pool A. If during a preparation period, immobile spins of pool B are selectively saturated and magnetization is exchanged between the two pools, then the NMR signal of the mobile A spins will be reduced. Thus, the comparison of data measured with and without presaturation allows to measure the pool B and its interaction with the 'visible' pool A. Since the first experimental findings by Wolff et al. [I], magnetization transfer contrast has found wide-spread use in many clinical applications of NMR imaging of water (e.g. 2). In in vivo ~H MRS. a similar signal attenuation caused by CW off-resonance or pulsed on-resonance presaturation has been reported for certain metabolite resonances since 1993. These observations include measurements for total creatine (tCr) in the rat [3][4][5] and human [6] brain, mouse [7] and rat [8] skeletal muscle, lactate (Lac) in rat C6 glioma [9, 10] and ethanol in rat and human brain [11, 12] . There have also been reports on MT effect observed for other resonances such as those assigned to taurine, glutamate/glutamine and others [4,5]. Based on these experimental results several questions have to be considered, in particular: (i) optimization of the MRS pulse sequences as to maximum MT effects (including a comparison of CW off-resonance and pulsed on-resonance preirradiation techniques) and as to allowing to estimate the NMR parameters ofthe spin pools (relaxation times, exchange rates, pool fraction etc.) [13] , (ii) mathematical analysis of the data using two-pool-or other models, (iii) evaluation of the physical/chemical mechanisms underlying the observed MT effects (chemical exchange and/or cross-relaxation), (iv) importance of possible MT effects for the accurate quantification of ~H in vivo spectra (MR visibility of metabolites, influence of the applied water suppression techniques), (v) biochemical interpretation of the measured data and the results of the model-fits, (vi) possible biochemical or clinical applications of this extension of in vivo MRS to spin pools which cannot be detected directly by MRS, but which can be characterized indirectly by MT experiments. Some of these issues have been addressed in recent studies, in particular as regards the MT effect on the tCr and the Lac signal. Thus, it was shown that the depletion of PCr had no effect on the MT effect in skeletal muscle [8]. There are also indications that water may play an important role because water and lactate (14) as well as water and total creatine [15] were found to be magnetically coupled. Recently, metabolites in proton chemical exchange with water have also been detected indirectly via the (strong) water proton signal [t6]. However. the understanding of the basics and the importance of MT effects in MRS is still rather limited. With the increasing availability of high-field systems this situation should improve, because increased SNR (and/ or increased spatial or temporal resolution) and improved signal separation will allow more sophisticated studies and observations for more metabolite signals. [7] Kruiskamp MJ et al. ISMRM 1998:384. [8] Kruiskamp MJ et al. ISMRM 1999:196. [9] Grntter R et al. The following properties are characteristic of proton diffusion spectroscopy: significantly lower diffusion coefficients than that of water and low sensitivity. The former of these necessitates powerful diffusion sensitising gradients. Other nuclei than protons suffer from the further disadvantage that for the same diffusivity, the diffusion sensitising gradients must be increased in strength by a factor of 7H/~'x to obtain the same sensitivity to diffusion. Despite these disadvantages this presentation aims to show that diffusion spectroscopy can provide valuable information in a number of situations. The primary application of diffusion spectroscopy is in the examination of compartmentalisation. Water is present in both the intra-and the extracellutar compartments, and the cell membrane is also permeable to water. This makes the interpretation of water diffusion studies more complex than that of metabolites which are known to be restricted to one compartment. So if the compartmental distribution of a metabolite is known, then it can be used to investigate the properties of that compartment. Conversely, the diffusion characteristics can indicate the compartment in which the metabolite is localised. Using this approach it has proven possible to measure both lactate (in tumours, [1] ) and glucose in the extracellular compartment of the brain [2]. The knowledge that PCr is restricted to the intracellular compartment of muscle has also allowed the determination of the muscle fibre dimension owing to the restriction of diffusion perpendicular to the filament axis [3]. The difficulties in interpreting the reduction in ADC that follows cerebral infarction has lead to a number of diffusion spectroscopy studies [4,5]. The general consensus is that ischemia causes a reduction in ADC for intracellular metabolites. Interestingly reperfusion does not lead to a return in ADC to control values for metabolites such as NAA, while water returns to its control value [4]. The reduction in ADC has been supported by studies using caesium as an intra-cellular marker [6] and also FDG [7]. In the later study both intraand extracellular diffusion coefficients were found to fall as a result of infarction. Other possible applications of diffusion spectroscopy such as temperature measurement [8] will also be examined. 
Magnetization transfer (MT) is a powerful tool for observing the exchange between chemical species or between two or more pools of one species. MT effects between two chemical species have been widely used in 3~p MRS, e.g. to observe the (intermediate) rates of enyme-catalysed reactions in vivo or to measure the pH via the chemical shift of the inorganic phosphate resonance which is pH dependent due to fast chemical exchange. Since 1989 MT effect have also been exploited in in vivo IH NMR experiments. In standard IH MRI or MRS experiments, signals of immobile spins experiencing fast spinspin relaxation are not detected. However, if such a pool B of immobile spins exchanges magnetization with a pool A of mobile (and thus 'MR visible') spins, pool B can be detected and characterized indirectly via pool A. If during a preparation period, immobile spins of pool B are selectively saturated and magnetization is exchanged between the two pools, then the NMR signal of the mobile A spins will be reduced. Thus, the comparison of data measured with and without presaturation allows to measure the pool B and its interaction with the 'visible' pool A. Since the first experimental findings by Wolff et al. [I] , magnetization transfer contrast has found wide-spread use in many clinical applications of NMR imaging of water (e.g. 2). In in vivo ~H MRS. a similar signal attenuation caused by CW off-resonance or pulsed on-resonance presaturation has been reported for certain metabolite resonances since 1993. These observations include measurements for total creatine (tCr) in the rat [3] [4] [5] and human [6] brain, mouse [7] and rat [8] skeletal muscle, lactate (Lac) in rat C6 glioma [9, 10] and ethanol in rat and human brain [11, 12] . There have also been reports on MT effect observed for other resonances such as those assigned to taurine, glutamate/glutamine and others [4, 5] . Based on these experimental results several questions have to be considered, in particular: (i) optimization of the MRS pulse sequences as to maximum MT effects (including a comparison of CW off-resonance and pulsed on-resonance preirradiation techniques) and as to allowing to estimate the NMR parameters ofthe spin pools (relaxation times, exchange rates, pool fraction etc.) [13] , (ii) mathematical analysis of the data using two-pool-or other models, (iii) evaluation of the physical/chemical mechanisms underlying the observed MT effects (chemical exchange and/or cross-relaxation), (iv) importance of possible MT effects for the accurate quantification of ~H in vivo spectra (MR visibility of metabolites, influence of the applied water suppression techniques), (v) biochemical interpretation of the measured data and the results of the model-fits, (vi) possible biochemical or clinical applications of this extension of in vivo MRS to spin pools which cannot be detected directly by MRS, but which can be characterized indirectly by MT experiments. Some of these issues have been addressed in recent studies, in particular as regards the MT effect on the tCr and the Lac signal. Thus, it was shown that the depletion of PCr had no effect on the MT effect in skeletal muscle [8] . There are also indications that water may play an important role because water and lactate (14) as well as water and total creatine [15] were found to be magnetically coupled. Recently, metabolites in proton chemical exchange with water have also been detected indirectly via the (strong) water proton signal [t6]. However. the understanding of the basics and the importance of MT effects in MRS is still rather limited. With the increasing availability of high-field systems this situation should improve, because increased SNR (and/ or increased spatial or temporal resolution) and improved signal separation will allow more sophisticated studies and observations for more metabolite signals.
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The following properties are characteristic of proton diffusion spectroscopy: significantly lower diffusion coefficients than that of water and low sensitivity. The former of these necessitates powerful diffusion sensitising gradients. Other nuclei than protons suffer from the further disadvantage that for the same diffusivity, the diffusion sensitising gradients must be increased in strength by a factor of 7H/~'x to obtain the same sensitivity to diffusion. Despite these disadvantages this presentation aims to show that diffusion spectroscopy can provide valuable information in a number of situations. The primary application of diffusion spectroscopy is in the examination of compartmentalisation. Water is present in both the intra-and the extracellutar compartments, and the cell membrane is also permeable to water. This makes the interpretation of water diffusion studies more complex than that of metabolites which are known to be restricted to one compartment. So if the compartmental distribution of a metabolite is known, then it can be used to investigate the properties of that compartment. Conversely, the diffusion characteristics can indicate the compartment in which the metabolite is localised. Using this approach it has proven possible to measure both lactate (in tumours, [1] ) and glucose in the extracellular compartment of the brain [2] . The knowledge that PCr is restricted to the intracellular compartment of muscle has also allowed the determination of the muscle fibre dimension owing to the restriction of diffusion perpendicular to the filament axis [3] . The difficulties in interpreting the reduction in ADC that follows cerebral infarction has lead to a number of diffusion spectroscopy studies [4, 5] . The general consensus is that ischemia causes a reduction in ADC for intracellular metabolites. Interestingly reperfusion does not lead to a return in ADC to control values for metabolites such as NAA, while water returns to its control value [4] . The reduction in ADC has been supported by studies using caesium as an intra-cellular marker [6] and also FDG [7] . In the later study both intraand extracellular diffusion coefficients were found to fall as a result of infarction. Other possible applications of diffusion spectroscopy such as temperature measurement [8] will also be examined.
Methodological advances ~7]
MRS signal processing by continuous wavelet transform 
Statistical and neuro-computing tools in MRS data processing
Wael Pattern analysis could be simplified by the flow diagram in Fig. 1 . Blocks a and b converting the physical or biological phenomena (e.g. tissue metabolism) into a set of numbers to form the spectral patterns. The analysis process (blocks c, d and e collectively} uses the spectral patterns to predict some unknown property or characteristic about the observed phenomena. The data representation stage (block c) transforms the measurement vector into a feature vector --a form suitable for the pattern recognition system. Almost invariably, this stage involves some form of dimensionality reduction and is often referred to as the feature extraction and selection stage. In the classification or prediction stage (block d), a decision is made based on this feature vector as to which category the input pattern may belong. The analysis stage can be linear (e.g. linear discriminant analysis, principal components, linear regression, etc.) or non-linear (e.g. Gaussian processes. mulit-layer neural networks, etc.). It can also be divided into supervised (where patterns are associated with a given label) or un-supervised (no label given to the patterns, e.g. cluster analysis, self-organising maps, etc.) [1] . The application domain can be divided into classification and prediction. Supervised classification is the most commonly used techniques of statistical and neuro-computing analysis of MRS [4, 6] . The aim is to associate the MRS patterns to tumour pathology. Unsupervised classification [2, 5] aims to explore the inherent structure of the spectra before assigning a label to them (Fig. 2) . Predicting tumour responses to drugs [3] and monitoring the drug performance can be seen as regression applications of MRS.
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Ov ' y')%'', Figure 2 . Unsupervised classification of brain tumours using Self-organising maps [2] .
Introduction:
Ultrasonography is currently the imaging method of choice for routine examination of the fetal brain. However MRI constitutes a useful procedure when ultrasonography is inadequate or equivocal. MRI Techniques: Tt and T 2 weighted sequences are available and reliable. Concerning the Tt weighted images, spin echo, turbo spin echo, or gradient echo sequence may be run: 2D-gradient echo images are used in our experience because of excellent differentiation between the cortical ribbon, white matter, and ventricular walls. Concerning T 2 WI, turbo spin echo or HASTE images may be run depending on the magnet used. T 2 Turbo spin echo sequence needs a long TR and TE to be adapted to the brain composition. HASTE images are acquired much more quicker: about 2 s for l slice. Images are obtained in sagittal, coronal and axial planes relative to the fetal head with both T~ and T 2 sequences. MRI indications: In most cases MRI is performed because of abnormal ultrasonographic findings: Ventricular dilatation is the most frequent clinical condition followed by suspected central nervous system (CNS) malformation. Ventricular dilatation may be of destructive origin, malformative origin, hydrocephalic origin, destructive and hydrocephalic origin, malformative and destructive origin. Malformative origin is easy to depict because of specific abnormalities. A destructive origin is more difficult to depict but is still achieved by a careful analysis of the cortical ribbon, ventricular wall as well as of the migrant cells in young fetuses. The most difficult is to achieve the analysis of hydrocephalus since it may be compatible in utern with normal head circumference, with patent subarachnoid spaces, and even with normal ventricle size. The human brain is susceptible to a wide variety of genetic, developmental and acquired abnormalities and insults. The permanent residua of these abnormali ties are represented in dysfunction of one or more areas of neurodevelopment.
Normal
Over the past few decades, advances in perinatal and neonatal care have dramatically increased the survival of premature infants, a population that is prone to suffer from early or late neurodevelopmental handicaps. A better understanding of normal brain development and the effects of insults on
